September 22, 2006

EX PARTE

Ms. Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
Room TW-325
445 12th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20554
Re:

In the Matter of AT&T Inc. and BellSouth Corporation
Applications for Approval of Transfer Of Control,
WC Docket No. 06-74

Dear Ms. Dortch:
This ex parte is submitted on behalf of the undersigned individual companies and
trade associations that participate in or whose members participate in the special access
service market. The signatories, either themselves or their members, constitute a broad
spectrum of buyers and sellers of special access services, including mobile network
operators, enterprise customers, CLECs and IXCs. We have chosen to act in concert
because of our shared concern that the proposed merger of AT&T and BellSouth will
result in a public interest harm by increasing the combined company’s (“Merged Firm’s”)
incentive and opportunity to raise rivals’ costs and, correspondingly, to increase retail
prices for service for which special access services are a necessary input. Among other
things, the proposed merger will increase the Merged Firm’s incentive and opportunity to
(i) increase the price of special access services and (ii) impose onerous and inefficient
non-price requirements on special access service purchasers that will enable the Merged
Firm to foreclose as much of the special access service market as possible to the Merged
Firm’s competitors. As with prior BOC mergers, the Commission cannot conclude that
the proposed merger between AT&T and BellSouth is in the public interest unless the
Applicants comply with comprehensive conditions designed to diminish the public
interest harms caused by the merger.
Numerous commenters in this docket have demonstrated that the proposed merger
of the SWBT-PacTel-SNET-Ameritech-AT&T behemoth with BellSouth will result in
very substantial and well-understood public interest harms. Prior to the merger, both
AT&T and BellSouth control the only transmission facilities serving the vast majority of

commercial buildings in their respective ILEC territories.1 While the Applicants
independently have market power today in the business market, the proposed merger will
make a bad situation much worse by
(1) eliminating AT&T as an actual and potential competitor in the BellSouth region in the
provision of special access services2 and by eliminating BellSouth as a potential
special access service competitor in the AT&T ILEC territory;
(2) substantially increasing the size of the Merged Firm’s footprint, thereby substantially
increasing the Merged Firm’s incentive and ability to raise rivals’ costs; and
(3) reducing regulators’ ability to detect and punish anticompetitive conduct by the
Merged Firm (as well as by Verizon and Qwest) by eliminating BellSouth as an
independent benchmark against which to judge the practices of other large ILECs.3
The Commission found that precisely these three types of harms rendered the last
round of BOC mergers unlawful absent extensive conditions designed to constrain the
abuse of market power.4 Because the proposed merger results in a far larger ILEC
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See, e.g., Dep’t. of Justice Complaint at 8, United States v. SBC Communications, Inc.
and AT&T Corp., Case No. 1:05CV02102 (D.D.C., filed Oct. 27, 2005) (addressing
AT&T’s ILEC territory).
2

For purposes of the conditions proposed in this filing, “special access service” means a
dedicated transmission link between two places within a LATA, including layer 2 and
layer 3 services, without regard to the technology used to provide the link, and without
regard to whether the traffic transmitted over the transmission link is regulated as a
telecommunications service, information service or as some other classification (except
that it shall not apply to facilities used solely to provide cable service).
3

See, e.g., Comments of Sprint Nextel Corp. (filed June 5, 2006), Comments of Global
Crossing North America Inc. (filed June 5, 2006), Comments of Cbeyond, Inc., et al., at
60, et seq. (filed June 5, 2006) (“Cbeyond Comments”) Petition to Deny of COMPTEL at
4, et seq. (filed June 5, 2006) (“COMPTEL Petition”), Petition to Deny of Time Warner
Telecom Inc.at 16, et seq. (filed June 5, 2006) (“Time Warner Petition”) (all predicting
anticompetitive effects in the special access market); Cbeyond Comments at 88, et seq.,
Time Warner Petition at 33 et seq., Petition to Deny of Earthlink, Inc. at 20-26 (filed June
5, 2006) (“Earthlink Petition”) (all discussing the increased incentive and ability to raise
competitors’ costs); Cbeyond Comments at 78 et seq., COMPTEL Petition at 11, et seq.,
Time Warner Petition at 60 et seq., Earthlink Petition at 32-36 (all discussing the
increased difficulty of comparative oversight); Reply comments of Ad Hoc
Telecommunications Users Committee at 2-14 (June 20, 2006).
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Applications of GTE Corp., Transferor, and Bell Atlantic Corp., Transferee, for
Consent to Transfer Control of Domestic and International Sections 214 and 310
Authorizations and Application to Transfer Control, Memorandum Opinion and Order,
15 FCC Rcd 14032, ¶ 96 et seq. (2000) (“GTE-Bell Atlantic Order”); Applications of
Ameritech Corp., Transferor, and SBC Communications, Inc., Transferee, for Consent to
2

